Violet Bunny Bits
Unwrap all of the cards. Large cards with the Violet Sinister Bunny on the back are shuffled into your Draw Pile
that should already contain Blue, Yellow and Red cards. Add the four new Carrots to the 16 already for sale at
Kaballa’s Market. The small Cabbage, Water, Carrot and Defense Cards are shuffled into their respective piles.

GAME MECHANICS
SPECIALTY BUNNIES
Specialty bunnies have no color (Blue, Green, Orange, Violet or Yellow) or kind (Congenial,
Gleeful, Lumbering, Sinister or Timid). Specialty bunnies are their own kind of bunny.
A player may, of course, win the game with one of these bunnies in The Bunny Circle.
Specialty bunnies come as singles, doubles or triplets that make forming a Bunny Triplet
easier. If a player has three single Specialty bunnies in The Bunny Circle, then he has
formed a Bunny Triplet and may play two cards per turn. If a player has a single Specialty
Bunny and a double Specialty Bunny, then he has also formed a Bunny Triplet and may
play two cards per turn. If a player has a triplet Specialty Bunny in The Bunny Circle, then
he automatically has a Bunny Triplet and may play two cards per turn.
If an opponent attacks and kills a Specialty Bunny, then all bunnies in the double or triplet are lost and the
card is discarded. In that respect, Specialty Bunny doubles and triplets are treated as a single target. When
counting for Roaming Red Run cards, and weapons that affect bunnies many spaces away, Specialty Bunny
cards (singles, doubles or triplets) count as one space.
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Did you notice that cool new Clear 20-sided die? Some of the new cards (as well as some older cards) will
require using the die. These cards will have a capital letter T in the bottom square on the right border of the card.

FACTS ABOUT THE CARDS
0236: EARTHQUAKE

Earthquake may be placed on any bunny in The Bunny Circle which must roll higher than 10 on the Black
12-sided die to survive. Adjacent bunnies to the target bunny in The Bunny Circle must roll higher than 9 on the
Black 12-sided die to survive.

0237: BITTERSWEET

CHOCOLATE COVERED ANTI-MATTER RAISINS
Bittersweet Chocolate Covered Anti-Matter Raisins may be placed on any bunny in
The Bunny Circle which dies immediately. All bunnies within four spaces of the target
bunny in The Bunny Circle are also killed. Clover bunnies (bunnies with Clover cards
underneath them) may survive since Clovers lower the level of an attacking weapon.

0239: BUNNY

BOOSTER
Bunny Booster may be placed under any bunny and changes its color to Red. Bunnies
that become Red will inherit the special feature for that type of bunny. Bunny Booster may
be placed under single color (or half color – Green Booster Deck) Congenial, Gleeful, Lumbering, Sinister and
Timid bunnies (but not Super bunnies).
BUNNY EXCHANGE
Bunny Exchange may be used once by a player to force any opponent to exchange
two of his bunnies for one of yours. In order to use this card against an opponent,
that player must have at least two bunnies. Bunny Exchange cannot be used for a
one to one exchange. The player chooses all three bunnies in the exchange. A
bunny with The Heavenly Halo may be taken with the Bunny Exchange card.

0240:
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0243: LOW

JACK KOJAK
Low Jack Kojak may be used once by a player to take the Carrot with the same number
rolled on the Clear 20-sided die from either Kaballa’s Market (even if the market is closed) or an opponent.
If any player owned the Carrot, then he must return all of his other Carrots to Kaballa’s Market (even if the market
is closed).

0247: SHARE

THE WEALTH
Share The Wealth may be used once by a player with no Dolla to take half of the Dolla from the opponent with
the most Dolla. If two opponents have an equal amount of Dolla, then the player may choose which opponent
must Share The Wealth. If the opponent with the most Dolla has an odd amount that cannot be divided equally,
then he will keep the extra Dolla for himself.

0248: BLOWN

TROJAN
Blown Trojan may be used once by a player to either force The Trojan Bunny in The
Bunny Circle to explode immediately or to revive one bunny from the Discard Pile for
every two of his bunnies in The Bunny Circle of the same color.
For example, a player with two Orange bunnies in The Bunny Circle may revive any
one bunny from the Discard Pile (and immediately place it down next to his other bunnies
in The Bunny Circle). A player with three Green bunnies in The Bunny Circle may not pair
up the middle one twice to revive two bunnies. However, a player with four Blue bunnies in
The Bunny Circle may revive two bunnies from the Discard Pile. Remember that Specialty bunnies and Celebrity
bunnies (Ominous Onyx Booster Deck) have no color and cannot be used to revive bunnies with Blown Trojan.
A player may revive any bunny from the Discard Pile (including Free Agent, Holographic, Specialty and Celebrity
bunnies) regardless of the color of the bunnies used to revive it.

0249: BUNNY

HOP
Bunny Hop may be used once by a player to force any two adjacent players (including himself) to exchange their
Bottom and Top Run cards. The Bottom and Top Run cards of the first player become the Bottom and Top Run
cards of the second player and vice versa.
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0250: COOL

CHANGE
Cool Change may be used once by a player to replace all or some of his seven cards with new cards from the
Draw Pile. These may include the Bottom and Top Run cards.

0251: DIVERSE

PORTFOLIO
Diverse Portfolio allows a player to eliminate the Triple Or Trouble (Stainless Steel
Booster Deck) after a bad die roll or to counteract the Bankruptcy before losing all of
his Dolla. This card must be a saved Special to be used immediately. Remember, to
save a Special card, a player must run it through the Bottom and Top Run card cycle.
Unlike Very Special cards, Diverse Portfolio may not be used to save other players from
financial loss. This card is for the exclusive use of the player who has it saved.

0252: LA

HOT PEPPERS
LA Hot Peppers may be used once by a player to double the amount of Water Units needed on any pending
Feed The Bunny card on any bunny in The Bunny Circle. The LA stands for Louisiana.

0254: RANDOM

PAINTBALL ASSAULT
Random Paintball Assault may be placed under any bunny or Pawn which becomes
the same color as the highest die rolled. If Random Paintball Assault is placed under
a bunny and the Black 12-sided die is the highest die rolled, then the bunny dies.
Bunnies that become Red or Pink (Perfectly Pink Booster Deck) will inherit the special
feature for that type of Red or Pink bunny. Random Paintball Assault may not be placed
under Specialty bunnies or Celebrity bunnies (Ominous Onyx Booster Deck).

0255: RUN

AMOK
Run Amok may be used once by a player to force any opponent to discard his Bottom and Top Run cards and to
replace them with new cards. The opponent may take new cards from the Draw Pile before replacing his Bottom
and Top Run cards.
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0257: ANCIENT

STAR ROD
Ancient Star Rod may be used once by a player to defend against any weapon. The player rolls the three
12-sided dice (Violet, Blue and Red) and counts the number of Odd rolls.
3 Odd rolls = The weapon is redirected to another bunny in The Bunny Circle.
2 Odd rolls = The weapon is eliminated (discarded).
1 Odd roll = Lame rod. The weapon hits the target bunny normally. Nothing changes!
No Odd rolls = Disaster! The weapon hits the original target bunny with double strength and double range.
Double strength doubles the level of the weapon but does not change the die needed to defend against
the weapon. Sometimes a weapon that has double strength cannot be defeated. If the weapon is a
single target weapon, then double range means that it will affect adjacent bunnies in The Bunny Circle as
well. May be used at any time!
If the current date (day, month and year) consists of three Odd numbers, then the player may automatically
redirect the weapon without having to roll the dice. If the current date (day, month and year) consists of no Odd
numbers, then the Ancient Star Rod may not be used to defend against a weapon at all.
Placing this card under the Holographic Bunny turns it into a live bunny, capable of winning the game, but
vulnerable to weapons, Feed The Bunny cards or dangerous circumstances. This action may be performed after
the last Carrot has been taken from Kaballa’s Market but before the Magic Carrot is revealed.

0259: BUNNIES

IN BLACK
Bunnies In Black protects any one player’s bunnies from alien abductions by the Beyea
Aliens or their Mothership (Orange Booster Deck) for the duration of the game providing
that this card is a saved Very Special.
Or Bunnies In Black may be used once by a player to retrieve bunnies safely from the
Beyea Aliens. Bunnies retrieved become the property of the player and must immediately
be placed in The Bunny Circle. A player must discard the Bunnies In Black card after
retrieving bunnies from the Beyea Aliens. May be used at any time!
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DISCLAIMER
All characters and events in this game – even those based on real people or characters as parody – are entirely
fictional. Any resemblance to actual living persons is purely coincidental or is strictly for the purpose of satire.
No actual bunnies were harmed in the making of this game or will be harmed by playing it.
In the great tradition of the United States military, all players in the game are referred to in the male gender.
We are in no way negating or ignoring the vital importance of women in gaming and frankly, in our lives as both
the mothers who bore us and the wives that support us. Absolutely no offense is meant or should be implied on
any level of our menial XY existence, it was simply easier to compose the rules using only one gender reference.
So please ladies, don’t get angry or hit us.
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Am I Missing Something?
If after reading through the Violet Bunny Bits and playing the cards in your Killer Bunnies Violet Booster Deck you
are asking yourself this question, then chances are you’re absolutely right!

MISSING A FUTURE CARD?
Many cards in Killer Bunnies and the Quest for the Magic Carrot refer to other cards that have not been printed
yet. But don’t worry. All this means is that we have planned ahead. Creative Team Alpha would like to
guarantee to you that these ‘unseen’ cards will indeed be seen in future Booster Decks. The same is true for
some of the fancy dice as well.

MISSING A PREVIOUS CARD?
Some confusion may occur when Booster Decks are added out of order, and a card refer back to earlier cards
that may not exist in your deck. If you do play with non-sequential Booster Decks and a card is drawn during
play that refers to another card that does not exist in your Killer Bunnies deck, then a player may discard it and
draw a new card.

MISSING A 'CRUCIAL' CARD?
If you do play with non-sequential Booster Decks, then feel free to reference and print Crucial Cards (and
pieces) on the website at: www.killerbunnies.com. This provides you with select cards that you might
need if you do not have an earlier Booster Deck.

QUESTIONS
Questions always seem to arise that cannot be resolved by a careful inspection of the Instruction Book and
Bunny Bits. If that should happen, then contact us through the website at: www.killerbunnies.com.
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Adding Booster Decks In Order
All Booster Decks are compatible with the Blue Starter Deck. However, Killer Bunnies plays best when the
Booster Decks are added in sequential order.
The Killer Bunnies Deck order is:

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:
07:
08:
09:

QUEST Blue Starter Deck
QUEST Yellow Booster Deck
QUEST Red Booster Deck
QUEST Violet Booster Deck
QUEST Orange Booster Deck
QUEST Green Booster Deck
QUEST Twilight White Booster Deck
QUEST Stainless Steel Booster Deck
QUEST Perfectly Pink Booster Deck

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

QUEST Wacky Khaki Booster Deck
QUEST Ominous Onxy Booster Deck
QUEST Chocolate Booster Deck
CONQUEST Blue Starter Deck
CONQUEST Yellow Booster Deck
CONQUEST Red Booster Deck
CONQUEST Violet Booster Deck
QUEST Fantastic Booster Deck
QUEST Caramel Swirl Booster Deck

If you do play with non-sequential Booster Decks and a card is drawn during play that refers to another card that
does not exist in your Killer Bunnies deck, then a player may discard it and draw a new card.

© 2017 Ultra PRO International LLC. Killer Bunnies® is a trademark of Jeffrey Neil Bellinger, used under license. All rights reserved.
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